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9On Newforms of half-integral weight
in the case of level $2^{m}$
( )
$k$ , $M$ , $S$(k, $M$) $k$ , level $M$
. level $M$ Newform $S^{0}(k, M)$
, Newform .
(1) $S^{0}(k, M)$ $T(n)$ ,
, . (Strong multiphcity one
property $=$ S.M.O.)








, level $2^{m}$ , .
$N$ 4 . $\chi:(Z/NZ)^{\mathrm{x}}arrow C^{\mathrm{x}}$ $N$ even quadratic
D chlet character . $k+1/2$, level $N$, $\chi$
$S(k+1/2, N, \chi)$ - , $M$ , $S$(2k, $M$) ,
$2k$ , level $M$ .
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7$S(k+1/2, N, \chi)$ $S(2k, N/2)$ $\Gamma_{1}\triangleright$
. , Hecke
.
, $S$(2k, $N,$ $\chi$)
$S(k+1/2, N/2)$
2 Hecke
Hecke Hecke . 2 $S(2k, N, \chi)$ $S(k+1/2, N/2)$
Hecke .
Newform , Newfoxm Hecke
(= ) . , Hecke
, $S(k+1/2, N, \chi)$
Hecke .
, , $k+1/2$
$\tilde{T}(n^{2})$ , $2k$ $T$(n)
, .
, Newform ,





H\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} e explicit , Niwa
$[\mathrm{N}, 1977]$ . , Niwa $M$ square $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}$
, level $N=4M,$ $\chi$ even quadratic character .
, , Hecke
, .
1.1 (Niwa’s traoe identity). $M$ squarefree . , $\chi$
$4M$ quadratic Dirichlet character . $4M$
$n$ Hecke .
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}$ ($\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,4M,\chi))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 2M))$




LL $M$ squareffee . , $\chi$ $4M$
quadratic D ehlet character . , H\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} e
.
$S$($k+1/2,4$M, $\chi$) $\cong S$(2k, $2M$)
, , $M=1$ , $S(k+1/2,4, \chi)\cong S(2k, 2)$ .
level 2 $S$(2k, 2) , leve $S(2k, 1)$ Hecke
.
$\mathrm{r}$
$S(k+1/2,4, \chi)$ , $S(2k, 1)$
, .
1.2 Kohnen
Kohnen $[\mathrm{K}, 1980]$ , $S$(2k, 1)
. , Newform
, level $4M,$ $M:\mathrm{s}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}$ odd integer , $\chi$ quadratic .
1
1.1. $M$ , $\chi$ $N=4M$ quadratic
D chlet character . , $\chi$ local 2- $\chi_{2}$ ,
$pl_{4}(k+1/2, N, \chi):=\{a(n)=0\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}(-1)^{k}\chi_{2}’ 1!^{k+}1)nf=\sum n\geqq a(n)q^{n}\in 1_{\equiv}^{/}2’,7\mathrm{V}_{(}$’l?$\mathrm{o}$d4) $\}$
, (Kohnen ) plus , ,
$q=\exp(2\pi\sqrt{-1}z)$ .
plus $\tilde{T}(n^{2})$ , $S(k+1/2, N, \chi)$
([K]).
Kohnen plus Hecke $\tilde{T}(n^{2}),$ (n, $2M$) $=1$
, .
L2 (Kohnen’s $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity). $M$ squarefree . ,
$\chi$ $4M$ quadratic D chlet character .
$4M$ $n$ Hecke .
(1) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});pl_{4}(k+1/2,4M,\chi))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, M))$
8 Niwa .
1.2. $M$ squarefroe . , $\chi$ $4M$
quadratic D chlet character . ,
.
(2) $pl_{4}(k+1/2,4M,\chi)\cong S(2k,M)\downarrow$
, Kohnen $M$ squareffee odd integer T , $pl_{4}$
.
1.3 plus
Niwa Kohnen squarefree ,
squarefroe , Newfom , Niwa
Kohnen .
, $S$(3/2, 4 $\cross$ 52) . 2 ,
. , 2
, .
, , non-squarefree case He&e
<, Twisting $R_{\psi}$ , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity
10
( [U2] ). , Dirichlet
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$= \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,2p)m)+\sum_{a=1}\lambda$(p, $n;a$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(p^{2a})T(n);S(2k,2^{2a}p))$
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});pl_{4}(k+1/2,4pm,\chi)$)
$[m/2]$
$= \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,p)m)+\sum_{a=1}\lambda$(p, $n;a$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(p^{2a})T(n);S(2k,p)2a)$
, $[x]$ $x$ , $\lambda(p,n;a)$ .
$\lambda(p,n;a):=\{$
$1+( \frac{-n}{p})$ , $1\leqq a\leqq[(m-1)/2]$
$\chi_{p}$(-n), $a=m/2$, $m$ .
, $\chi_{p}$ $\chi$ ? .
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity $r$ [Ul, 1998] , $M$
plus space $pl_{4}(k+1/2,4M,\chi)$ Newbm .
, $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity , Twisting
,
, level oldform Newform
.
$.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{E}\gamma 2’\vdash \mathrm{P}J\tau\backslash \vec{1113}\mathrm{r}\backslash \}_{\tilde{\mathrm{u}}}^{-}1\equiv\hat{\pi}\supset\#\mathrm{J},\cdot$
$pl_{4}$ ( $k+1/2,4$M, $\chi$) Hecke Twisting .
.
2 level $2^{m}$ $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity
plus Newform ,
$(^{\underline{-1}})$ $(^{\underline{\pm 2}})$ Twisting .
twisted Hecke $R\psi T$\tilde (n2) Hecke , Atkin-
Lehner $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity
, level ( [U2] ).
level $2^{n}$ .
Proposition 1(level $2^{m}$ ). $\chi$ $2^{m}$ even quadratic character,
$m\geqq 2$ , $n$ . $\xi(n):=(1-(\frac{-1}{n}))/2,$ $W$(A) Atkin-Lehner
involution , .
(1) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});pl_{4}(k+1/2,4,\chi))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 1))$ .
(2) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,4,\chi))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,2))$ .
(3) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,8,\chi))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,4))$ .
(4) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{2}})))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 8))$ .
(5) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{1}})))=2\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,4))$ .
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(6) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{1}})))=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{2}})))$
$=2\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 8))$ .
(7) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}})))$
$=2\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 16))+\xi(n)\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(16)T(n);S(2k, 16))\}$ .
(8) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{2}})))-\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{1}})))$
$=4\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 8))-\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,4))\}$ .
(9) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,128, (^{\underline{1}})))-$ tr $(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{2}})))$
$=2\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,32))$
$+\xi$(n) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(16)T(n);S(2k, 16))-\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 16))\}$ .
(10) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,128, (^{\underline{2}})))-\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}})))$
$=2\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 32))-2\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k, 16))$
+3 $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,8))-2\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,4))\}$.
(11) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,2^{m},\chi))-$ tr $(\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,2^{m-1},\chi(\underline{2}))$ )
$=2\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(T(n);S(2k,2^{m-2}))$ $-$ tr(T(n); $S(2k,2^{m-3})$ )
$+\xi$(n) $\chi$2(-n) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(2^{\hat{m}-2})T(n);S(2k,2^{\hat{m}-2}))\}$ .
if $m\geqq 8$ and $\wedge i$ is the greatest even integer $\leqq m$ .
Twisting operator $R_{\psi}$ Hecke
.
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Proposition 2($\psi=(^{\underline{-1}})$ ). . $\hat{m}$ $m$
1F$& $\text{ }$ .
(1) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R(^{\underline{-1}})\tilde{T}$(n2); $S(k+1/2,2^{4}, (^{\underline{1}})))=(-1)^{k}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(W(4)T(n);S(2k,4))$










$\cross$ { $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}$(W(64)T(n); $S(2k,$ $64))-$ tr(W(16)T(n); $S(2k,$ $16))$ }.
Proposition 3($\psi=(^{\underline{\pm 2}})$ ). . $\tilde{m}$ $m$
.
(1) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R(\underline{\pm 2})\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k+1/2,2^{6}, (^{\underline{2}})))=0$ .
(2) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R(\underline{\pm 2})^{\tilde{T}(n^{2});S(k}+1/2,2^{7},$ $(^{\underline{2}})))=0$ ‘




3 level $2^{m}$ Newform
3.1
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity , .




. Kohnen Ramanujan-Petersson (Deligne
!) , , . , Fourier
non-vanishing , .
(2) level 32 .
, $(^{\underline{-1}})$ Twisting . , level $4p^{2}$
plus space , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity 2 .
oldform , , Twisting
.
, level , $S(k+1/2,8, (2))$ Tw tin$\mathrm{g}$ $R(^{\underline{-1}})$
. , oldform , $R(^{\underline{-1}})$
Twisting .
, (1) , Fourier non-vanishing
.
(3) level 64 .
, (2) , Twisting $R(^{\underline{-1}})$ , $R(\underline{\pm 2})$ 3
.
3.2 Newform
, $k\geqq 2$ . $k–1$
.
oldforms $\mathrm{O}$ ($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) level ,
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$U$ (A), $\tilde{\delta}_{A},$ $\tau$(2m), $R\psi$ . , Twisting $R_{\psi}$
. $A$
$U(A)$ :
$f= \sum_{\geqq n1}a(n)q^{n}\vdash+f|U(A):=\sum_{\geqq n1}a(An)q^{n}$
( Shift operator)
$\tilde{\delta}_{A}$ :
$f= \sum_{n\geqq 1}a(n)q^{n}\llcorner\neq f|\tilde{\delta}_{A}:=\sum_{n\geqq 1}a(n)q^{An}$
. , $\tau(2^{m})$ Atkin-Lehner , [Sh, proposition 1.4]
.
, $S$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) $\mathrm{D}$ ($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) $\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
,- $\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) Twisting $R\psi,$ $\psi=(^{\underline{-1}}),$ $(^{\underline{2}})$
$\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) : , $\kappa_{1},$ $\kappa_{2}\in\{\pm 1\}$
$\Re^{(\kappa_{1}}\sim(k+1/2, 2^{m},\chi)$
$:=\{f\in\Re(k+1/2, 2^{m},\chi)$ ; $f|R=(^{\underline{-1}})\kappa$ 1 $f$ , $f|R=(^{\underline{2}})\kappa$ 2 $f\}$
. $\Re$( $k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$), $\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}(k+1/2,2^{m},\chi)$
Newform .
, $m$ .
[Case of $m=1$ (?)] (Kohnen) $\chi=(^{\underline{1}})$ . oldform
, plus $pl_{4}:=pl_{4}$ ($k+1/2,4$, ( )) Newform .
, Hecke :
$pl_{4}(k+1/2,4, (^{\underline{1}}))\cong S^{0}(2k, 1)$
[Case of $m=2$] (Manickam, Ramakrishnan, and Vasudevan) $\chi=(^{\underline{1}})$
. oldform :
$\mathrm{D}$ ($k+$ l/2,4, $(^{\underline{1}})$ ) $:=pl_{4}\oplus$ pl4 $|$U(4)
, H\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} e :
$\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}})):=\Re(k+ 1/2,4, (^{\underline{1}}))\cong S^{0}(2k, 2)$
[Case of $m=3$] $\chi=(^{\underline{1}})$ , oldform :
$\mathrm{D}(k+ 1/2,8, (^{\underline{1}}))$ $:=$ {$pl4$ $\oplus$ pl4 $|$ U(4) $\oplus$ pl4 $|$ U(8) $\tau$(8)}
$\oplus$ $\{\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}}))\oplus\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}}))|U(2)\tau(8)\}$
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. Hecke :
$\Re$(8, ( )) $:=\Re(k+1/2,8, (^{\underline{1}}))\cong S^{0}(2k, 4)$
$S(k+1/2,8, (^{\underline{2}}))$ $S$ ($k+1/2,8,$ $($ L)) $\tau(8)$ ,
$S(k+1/2,8, (^{\underline{2}}))$ . $\Re(8, (^{\underline{2}}))$ $:=\Re$( $8$ , ( )) $|\tau(8)$
Newfoxm .
[Case of $m=4$ and \chi =( )]
$S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{1}}))=S(k+1/2,8, (^{\underline{1}}))\oplus$ S$(k+1/2,8, (^{\underline{2}}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2}$
, $S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{1}}))$ oldform $i$ Newform
.
[Case of $m=4$ and $\chi=(^{\underline{2}})$ ] oldform :
$\mathrm{O}(k+ 1/2,16, (^{\underline{2}}))$ $:=$ { $pl4|\tilde{\delta}_{2}\oplus$ pl4 $|$U(2) $\oplus$ pl4 $|$ U(8) $\oplus$ pl4 $|$ U(8) $\tau$(8) $\tilde{\delta}_{2}$ }
$\oplus$ $\{\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2}\oplus\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}}))|U(2)\oplus\Re(4, (^{\underline{1}}))|U(2)\tau(8)\tilde{\delta}_{2}\}$
$\oplus\Re(8, (^{\underline{1}}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2}\oplus\Re(8, (^{\underline{2}}))\ulcorner$
, Hecke :
$\Re(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{2}}))$ $\cong S^{0}(2k, 8)($
[Case of $m=5$] $\chi=(^{\underline{2}})$ , .
$S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{2}}))= \sum_{a=0}^{2}(S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{2}}))+S(k+1/2,16, (^{\underline{1}}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2}$ ) $|$R$(\underline{-1})a$
$\check{}-\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }\backslash R(^{\underline{-1}})^{0}$ =id $\text{ }rightarrow \mathrm{C}\mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{a}}$6.
$S$ ($k+1/2,32$, (2)) oldform ,, Newfom
. $S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{1}}))$ $\tau(32)$ $S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{2}}))$ !
, $S$ ($k+1/2,32$, ( )) Newfom .
[Case of $m=6$ and $\chi=(^{\underline{1}})$ ] oldbm :
$\mathrm{D}(k+ 1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}}))$ $:=S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{1}}))+$ $S(k+ 1/2,32, (^{\underline{2}}))$ $|\tilde{\delta}_{2}$
17
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0)E a $\Re(k+1/2,64,$ (\rightarrow ) , Twisting
$R(^{\underline{-1}})$ $R(^{\underline{2}})$
:
$\Re(k+ 1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}}))=$ $\oplus$ $\Re(61,\kappa_{2})$ $(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}}))$
$\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2}\in\{\pm 1\}$
$\Re(61,\kappa_{2})(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}}))$
$=\{f\in\Re(k+ 1/2,64, (^{\underline{1}}))$ ; $f|R(^{\underline{-1}})=\kappa_{1}f,$ $f|R(^{\underline{2}})=\kappa_{2}f\}$
$\kappa_{1},$ $\kappa_{2}\in\{\pm 1\}$ , Hecke :
$\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ($k+1/2,64$, ( )) $arrow+S^{\mathit{0}}(2k, 16)$
, .
[Case of $m=6$ ans $\chi=(^{\underline{2}})$ ] , :
$S(k+1/2,64, (^{\underline{2}}))$
$= \sum_{a,b=0}^{2}(S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{2}}))+S(k+1/2,32, (^{\underline{1}}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2})|R^{a}(^{\underline{-1}})R^{b}(^{\underline{2}})$
$arrowarrow.C\vee-$ R( ) $00=R(^{\underline{2}})=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$.
, $S(k+1/2,64,$ $(^{\underline{2}}))$ oldform , Newform
.
[Case of $m\geqq 7$] oldform :
$\mathrm{D}(k+1/2, 2^{m}, \chi)$ $:=S(k+1/2,2^{m-1}, \chi)+S(k+1/2,2^{m-1},\chi(\underline{2}))|\tilde{\delta}_{2}$
$\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) . Twisting
$R(^{\underline{-1}})$ $R(^{\underline{2}})$
:
$\Re(k+1/2, 2^{m},\chi)=$ $\oplus$ $\Re(\kappa 1.\kappa_{2})(k+1/2,2^{m},\chi)$
$\kappa$1, $\kappa 2\in\{\pm 1\}$
$\Re^{(\kappa}$1.6$2$ ) $(k+1/2,2^{m},\chi)$
$=\{f\in\Re(k+\mathit{1}/2, 2^{m}, \chi)$ ; $f|R(^{\underline{-1}})=\kappa_{1}f,$ $f|R(^{\underline{2}})=\kappa_{2}f\}$
$\kappa_{1},$ $\kappa_{2}\in\{\pm 1\}$ , Hecke :




$\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$), $\Re^{\Leftarrow_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
.
3.1. $\underline{2\leqq m\leqq 3}$ , $\underline{m=4\mathrm{B}_{1’}\supset\chi=(^{\underline{2}})}$ .
(1) $\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) Hecke $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ (p: )
. non-zero .
$f$ , $\lambda_{p}$ $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ (p: ) $f$
. , $2k$ , conductor $2^{m-1}$ $F\in S^{0}(2k, 2^{m-1})$
( ) .
$p$ $F|T(p)=\lambda_{p}F$
(2) (Strong Multiplicity One Property) $f,$ $g$ $\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) non-
zero . , $A$ , $f$ $g$ $A$ $p$
, $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ . $Cf=Cg$
.
3.2. $\underline{m\geqq 7}$, $\underline{m=6}$and $\chi=(^{\underline{1}})$ . $\kappa_{1},$ $\kappa_{2}\in\{\pm 1\}$
, .
(1) $\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$) Hecke $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ (p: )
. non-zero
.
$f$ , $\lambda_{p}$ $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ (p: ) $f$
. , $2k$ , conductor $2^{m-2}$ $F\in S^{0}(2k, 2^{m-2})$
( ) .
$p$ $F|T(p)=\lambda_{p}F$ .
(2) (StrOn9 Multiplicity One Property) $f,$ $g$ $\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ( $k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
non-zero . , $.A$ , $f$ $g$ $A$ $p$
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, $\tilde{T}(p^{2})$ . $Cf=Cg$
.
$\text{ }$
, . oldfoxm $\mathrm{o}$ ( $k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
$\text{ }$ level . $S$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
Newform $pl_{4}(k+1/2, N, \chi),$ $\Re(k+1/2,2\ell,\xi),$ $\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}(k+1/2,2\ell, \xi)$
$(l\leqq m, \xi=(^{\underline{1}}),$ $(^{\underline{2}}))$ $\tilde{\delta}_{A},$ $U$ (A), $\tau(A),$ and $R\psi$
.
, $\Re$($k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$), $\Re^{(\kappa_{1},\kappa_{2})}$ ( $k+1/2,2$m, $\chi$)
Newform ,
Newform .
4 ( ) , ,
4.1 Kohnen-Zagier (Waldspurger )
level $4\cross$ plus space $pl_{4}$ , Kohnen-Zagier
$pl_{4}$ newform (Sakata, 2003).




Fourier non-vanishing . ,
level non-zero Fourier
. , OnSkin$\mathrm{n}$er .
4.3 2?
plus space $pl_{4}$ level $N=8\cross$ plus space
$pl_{8}(k+1/2, N, \chi):=\{a(n)=0\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}(-1)^{k}\chi_{2}(-1)n\equiv 2,3(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}.\mathrm{d}f=\sum \mathrm{n}\geqq 1a(n)q^{n}\in S(k+1/2,N,\chi),4)\}$
20
. $pl_{8}$ $pl_{4}$





$pl_{4}(k\dotplus 1/2,4)\mathrm{M}$ $S(2k, 1)$
. , $\mathit{1}\mathrm{h}$ level $N$
, level $N/4$ , $N/2$
.
4.4
(1) level $2^{m}$ , level
plus space $pl_{4}$ ,
, .
, $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ identity , level 2 ,
, $pl_{4}$ .
(2) n– $\mathrm{m}$ traoe identity
, $\chi$ quadratic $\chi^{2}=1$ ,
, . , Newform
.
. $\lceil_{\mathrm{s}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}}$ level non quadratic character case $\mathfrak{i}_{\acute{}}p$l4
, (Kojima) .
(3) Newform , oldform , Twisting operator
$R_{\psi}$ , shift operator $U$ (2), $\tilde{\delta}_{2}$ , Atkin-Lehner
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